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Comparing Good and' Poor Readers

.
1

Comparing Good and -Poor Readers: 'A.Critique of the Research

Mry studies of children's reading have compared reading ability

graupS'oft measures of cognitive performance, The Kimary aim of this work

-has been to identify the underlying causes of children's reading problems.
4

A large variety of measures have been used, including tests of perceptual

discrimination, visual scanning, within-modality and between-modality
'

matching, vocabulary knowledge; decoding, whole,word recognition, short-
.

term memory, memory fot sentences, deductive and inductive reasoning,

verbal an'd..nonverbal IQ, and many more. The populato:on of main interest has
4

beem children who have reading problems not attributable-to neurological,
o

-phiilological, emotional, general cognitive, or environmental factors.

These children are often'said.to he dyslectic or to have specific reading,.

disabilities. Since the def,nitions of these terms are subject to debate

(Rutter, 1973; Rutter &yule, 19751, labels such as-below average, disabled,

poor, problem, or retarded readers are used in many studies. The compari-

41, son children who'do not have reading problems are typically called normal,

good, salperior, or skilled readers.

Studies comparing good and poor readers'cari be crivided. into three

general categories according to the dependent measvres used. One category

consists, of studies using measures of reading performance, such as number

.

of comprehension questions correctly answered, number of errors in oral

reading, or speed of reading.. Studies .using, these measures fall into two

subtypes. One,iubtype involves manipulations of aspects of the text, such

as vocabulary difficulty, syntactic complexity, presence of illustrations,

or use of adjunct questions. The other subtype involves comparisons of

4
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.

reading performance before and after a training program. Some training
-.1

studies look at poor readersonly, but many include comparisons of reading

abilrty groups.

The second category consists of studies measuring performance on sub
^

processes of reading, such asjetter.aiscrimination, oord recognition,

knowledge of letter-sound correspondences, of sentence parsing. Most of

the studies in this category have focused on processes of.word recognition.

Many of these studijk have simply tested for absolute differences between

goo4 and poor reKlers. Such differences are generally found; poor rea ders,
A. score lower than good readers on most measures of, cognitive performance.

. i

. -..,,
,.

The mbre I.Interesting studies ih-ttlis category have been concerned with

4

are studies comparing good and readers on tests of visual discrimina-

interactions between readirig ability ehd,tWo or more measures of perfor-.

.

mance. That .is, they-look for patterns of differences-=Apt only are poor

readers! score,typically lower than good readers' scores on measure X,

but the difference is greater than bn measure Y.

The third category consists of studies measuring performance on cog-

nitive processes that are not specific to reading. These studies are based

on the view that poor rea661s' problems are not reading specific, but")stem,

from a more oasic or general cognitive deficit. Examples in this category

tion, short -t memory 'span, or IQ. As in the previous category, there

are studies that test for absolute,differences between good and poor

readers, and, studies that test for interactio s or patterns- of differences.

Reviews of subsets of the extensive erature comparing gdo1 and

poor readers can be found in many places, including a recent book by

Veltutino (1979), volumes edited by. Banton and Pearl ( 678); Knights and
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Bakkar (1976), and Waller and AacKi.nnon (in press)', and Reading Research

Quarterly article's by 'Golinkoff ,1979-76), Samuels (1973-74), and Torgeson

.

(1978-791. 1 will not re;.review this literature here. RaIher, 1 will

focus on some problems that severely limit the interpretability and

generalizability of much of this research.

n any of the types of studies described above, the researcher must:

(p). decide on what tasks or tests good and poor readers should be_cdmpared;

(0. obtain samples of good and poor readers and measure 'their performance;,

and.() interpret the results. .There are problems that- arise, and have

often been neglected or answered simplistically, at each of these step.

These problems are the focus of this chapter. 7-he problems associated with

each of Oese steps will be considered in the three main sections of this

chapter: ,

1:3

o
Problems in Choosing the Tasks or Tests.

A researcher's choice of the tasks to use in a study comparing good

and poor readers rests on the assumed answers to two questions: (p) What

types of knowledge and cognitive processes are reqUired for skilled reading?

Cbl On which type of knowledge or p.rocesses are poor readers likely to be

most deficient? That is, the choice is based On the researcher's views of

skilled reading and reading disability.

. .

A View of Skilled Reading

The view of skilled reading adapted t.o this, chapter is well charac-

terized by the following three.quol:es, all over 70 years old:

6
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Understanding a paragraph is like solvinga problem. . . . The

Mind is assailed as it were by every word in the paragraph. It

must select, repress, soften, emphasize, correlate and organize,

all under the influence of the right mental 'set or purpose or demand.

(E. Thorndike, 1917)

To completely analyze'what.we do when we read would almost be the

acme of a psychologist's achievements, for it would he to describe

very many of the most intricate workings of the human mind. (Huey,
rA. ,

1908/1968)

A reader or listener has at each moment but a limited amoubt'of

mental power available. To recogniie and interpret the' symbols pre-
-

pre-

sented to him requires part of this power;to arrange and c /mbine

the images suggested by them requires a further part; and only that

part which remains can be used for framing the thought expressed.

Hence the more time and attention it takes to receive and under-

stand each sentence, the less time and attention can be given to

the.c2nteined rdeaCand the less vividly will that idea be conceived.

45penCer, 1852)1881)

The three main characteristics of skilled readi.ng captured by these
. .

quotes are: (a) It is a goal directed, flexible, cognitive.skill. (b). It :

-

is complex, requiting the coordination of multiple processes and the use

of knowledge of the langlege and the world general. (c) Reading, like

all cognitive skills, is constrained by-limits-othe human information

processing system, suchas short-tert, memory span and attentional capacity.

These points are elaborated below.

Reading is goal directed and flexible in that good readers can use

written texts in many ways. They can skim for main points or scan for

particular information. They can read quickly or slowly, carefully or

cursorily, silently or aloud. They can read for gist or for detail, to

proofread or to memorize.' They can read many types- of materials, from

1
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comic-books to technical journals, from recipes to novels, from students'

essays to Shakespeare's plays.

The many intricate workings of the human mind required for reading

include general cOgnItive processes, such as perceptual'discrimination,

short-term memory storage and retrieqal, serial order encoding,.attention

allocation arid, direction, long-term memory encoding and reIrieval,'and

inferential processing. Also included are -language comprehension processes,

such as-retrieing Word.meanirigs, parsing sentences, integrating word

meanings, determining'anaphoric reference's, and analyzing discourse struc-

tures. Reading-specific process-=...g, such as using letter-sound

correspondences and recognizing the visual forms of words, are alsO
4

necessary. These processes interact io many ways. For example, the
.

/
retrieval of appropriate World knowledgextan facilitate meaning retrieval

and sentence, arsing (,see Rumelhart, '1977)4

.According to this view, reading comprehension is not:a pas'sive

4 accumulation of word or sentence meanings, nor is it simply an active

attempt to reconstruct the meaning intended by the author.. Rather, the

reader has certain goals, ejther implicit or explicit, specific or general,

and these g6als influence the reading process. For example, when rapidly

skimming text, readers rely on prior knowledge of the topic and a sample

of,the words in the text. They do not carefully process each word nor

carefully parse each sentence. That is, they depend heavily on top-down

or knowledge-driven processes. Alternatively, when reading carefully,

readers will process each word and sentence will be more dependent on
1

bottom-up or text-driven processing ( Rumelhart., 1977).
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This flexibility requires the inclusion of executive or control pro-
4

cesses in an analysisofie--adring (Brown, 1980). These serve to determine

the over-at) goal of reading, diyide it into manageably or local subgoals,

qbAse and integrate the procesges to be, used, and continually monitor

their success, making adjustments in processing when necessary.

The human information processing system is limited in a number of, ways

("Jewell & Simon, 1972), and the many subprocesses of reading must Le

coordinated to operate within these imits. Fdr example, there are limits,

on how much can be perceived in a single fixation, how quickly the eyes

can move, how many chunks'of information can' be hpld in short-term memory,

and how quickly information can be retrieved from long-term memory.- There

is also a general` limit In attentional capacity or cognitive resources. As
.

Spencer pointed out over 120 years ago, if we attend to the individual

pieces, we cannot attend to the meaning of the whole. In order to read

well, the rower-Jevei processes, such as word recognition, must function

autom6ticarq,(i.e., without requiring attention), so that attention can

-be directed to higher -order meanings (LaBerge & Samuels,1974).

LJhere Might -Poor Readers'-Problems Cie?

4

Given this view of reading, the next question is: On what aspects

,
f reading might poor readers be most deficift? There are many possi-

bilities. They might be deficient in'one or mo5e of the genpral cognitive

processes, such as perceptual discrimination, ,short-term memory storage,

or long -term Memory access. Or they might be deficient in reading or

language-specific processes, such as word recognition, meaning retrieval

Or sentence parsing. oe perhapg poor readers lack the requisite knowledge

kt,
\
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--they may not know the words or the concepts found in the t..-.xts they are

14,

expected to read. Or they may be adeq'ate in all the necessary knowledge

and individual proceSses, but deficient in applying and integrating them
e

that is, in the executive' processes. Poor readers may, for example,

'overrely on knowledge-driven or_text-driven processes (Spiro, 1979).

A large proportion of the studies comparing good and poor readers have

focused on word recognition and de4dino (for reviews see Barron, in

press; Golinkoff, 1975-76;'.Vellttino, 1979).1 This emphasis on word-

levq1 processing is based on two assumptions.. Oneassumption is that,

except for woad recognition, reading and listening comprehension require

identical cognitive processing (seetlanks, 1974). The second asimption.

is that most children are fair! competent at listening'comprehension.by

the time readipg !nstruction b gkr. These assumptions lead to the view
A

)

that reading problems most frequently stem from difficulty in recognizing

written word or decoding written t ords to their spoken equivalents.

The assumption that listenin and reading comprehensiori require

identical.cognitive processing (Oce word recognition is accomplished) is

charlenged'below. It will be argued thLt there are ;Important differences

in the cognitive demands ofnaturalistic reading and listening tasks, and

that reading is more demanding than listening o i several higher-order

cognitive processes that are not well developed' in many children. These
.

processes warrant consideration in attempts.toidentiiy the causes of

i g -problems.

r
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Differences Between Written and Spoken Language

Consideration of the differences between written and spoken language

has a long and respectable history, although these differences' have

generally been neglected in recent psychological, educational, and lin-

guistic research. Mato, in the dialogue ithraedrus, pointed out that

speakers can modify their communications to fit individual listeflers, and

listeners can influence the communication, but these options at not

available to authors and readers.' Aristotle, in the Art of Rhetoric

(Book III, Chapter XII), pointed out that writing and speech differ in both

function and style. His discussion included the greater precision and

detail typically, found in writing, the g reater amount of repetition found

in speech, and the availability of intonation in speech but not writing.

The Russian psychologist Vygjtsky (1962, originally published in 1933)

described many of the differences between writing and speech. He cOn-

sidered differences in sentence structure, precision, and,detail ,("In

writing . . . we are obliged to use many more words, and to use them more

exactly"). He discussed the effects of prosody and gestures'on spokexj

communication, citing a passage from Dostoyevsky in which the same spoken

word is said to be used with s!x different, meanings. Vygotsky's descrip-

tion of the uses-of the two modes of language is especially worth

considering:
..

"Writing ,is addressed to an absent or an imaginary person or to

no one in particu,lar--a situation new and strange to the child . .

In conversation, every sentence is prompted by a motive. Desire

or need lead to request, question to answer, bewilderment to

explanation. The changing motives of the interlocutors determine

at everS, moment the turn oral'speech will cake. It does not have
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to be consciously directed - -the dynaMic situation takes care cf

that. The motives for writing are more abstract, more intellec-

tualized, further removed from immediate needs. In written

language, we are obkiged to create the situation, to represent

it to ourselves. This demands detachment from the actual

situation, (p. 99)

More recently, Olson (,1976, 1977) and Rubin (1980) have discussed dif-

ferences between the spoken language preschool children have mastered and

the language children encounter in school. Olson emphasizes a distinction

, (similar to Vygotsky's) between interpersonal language and ideational

b .

language. InierpeFsOnal language, the language of conversation, is

j4 L
familiar to young children. It is,the language .of action, used for re-

questing, questiontng, and responding. It is closely tied to the immediate

situation and to-the desires and interests oE the communicants. Ideational

language, on the other hand, is not very familiar to children before they

begin reading. It functions to communicate ideas, to describe and explain.

It tends to be much more abstract, and t6-have less immediate relevance

than interpersonal language-

Rubin (1980) presents a taxonomy of language experiences and a set'40

of dimensions on which these experiences differ. The language experiences
Aa

include engaging in conversation, listening to a radio, watching a.play,

reading a letter, reading a story, and a variety of others. The dimenSions

oh which these differ are divided into two types, medium related and

message related. Medium related dimensions include whether the message is

written or spoken, whether t1.e coMMunicants can(interact, whether they

share a spatial and temporal context, A-ether the receiver is di/kctly

involved in the comminication, and whether the referents of the message

O

1 0
iv
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are physically present. The medium dimensions are structure (vocabulary,

syntax,-and discciurse oTganization), topic, and function.
.

One main thrUst of both-Olson's and Rubin's papers is that the cog-
,

Otive processes mastered by pr6school children in their language exper-

iences may be qualitatively different from those required to understand

much of the language encQanterld in school. In this section, I will limit
.

consideration to "school language," and more specifically to,language_that

presents information to be learned. I will argue that even when the-goal

/of listening and reading is restricted in this way, important differences
I

remain in the codnitive demands of understanding the two modes of language.

First, I will consider differences due to the availability of prosodic

information (intonation, rhythm,-and stress or accent) in speech but not

in writing. Then I will discuss some of the adiVa ges teachers have over
A

text000ks in making their presentations of information eagi understood

by children.

Prosbdy. Prosodic,information is conveyed by patterns of pitch,

loudness, and duration, end therefore cannot be directly represented in

writing. As the linguist Bolinger has stated:

'he convergence of writing and speech virtually stops at the

level of morphemes . . . Writing never really got around to

providing a regular way ofMarking accent . . . Punctuation

and caifltalizgtion serve as a rough guide to Some of the rhythmic

and intonation contrasts in speech, but much is left out.

(1975, pp W-472)

LingUistic and acoustic analysis have shown that certain prosodic
/

patterns tend to co-occur with certain aspects of speech. Prosody pro-

videsvides information that may be useful to listeners in determining:
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(a) changes in the topic of di,scOurse (Bolinger, 1975); (b) the ends of

.

sentence, and whether they are statements, questions, or commands

(Bolinger, 1975;,Lefevre, 1970); (c), whether sentences convey direct or

,Lndirect speech ,acts (S1 & Liberman, 1975) ; (d) the ends of clauses within

sentences, and, in many cases, phrases within clauses (Cooper & Sorenson,

1977; Grosjean, Groslean, & ,ane, 1979; Kleiman, Winograd, & Humphrey,

1979; Scholes, 1971; Sorenson, Cooper, & Paccia, 1978); (e)' the words of 6

speaker wants to make prominent because they convey new or contrastive

information (Bolinger,1972; Chafe, 1974, 1976; Hornby, 1972; Lieberman,

1963); and (f) the referents of some pronouns (Maratsos, 1973).

Written language cart be understood without prosody because prosodic

information is Usually'redaidant with syntactic, lexical, or semantic

information, or is replaced by punctuation. Although language without

prosody can be,understood, the redundancy prosody provides may facilitate

comprehension, and the lack of prosody in Written language may contribute

to reading problems (Kleiman et al., 1979;'Read, Sghreiber, & Walla, in

press). The poss'ibilily that children have difficulty compedsating for

the lack of Orosody in written text :s supported by evidence that children

tend to relytmore,than adults on prosodic cues, and are less'able to use

1

syntactic, 100oal,.and semantic cues (Hornby, 1971; Hornby & Hass, 1970;

Read et al., i'npress). The strongest evidence for a 'role -of prosody in

understanding speech is in the use of prosodic cues for sentence parsing,

and in determining the words the'speaker intends to mark as focal. Some

. of this evidence is reviewed below.

Parsing sentences into meaningful phrases and clauses iS an essential

step in language comprehension. According to current models (e.g.,
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Clark & Clark, 1977; Kleima;, 1975), language Comprehension invoNes a

limitvi capacity working memory that holds surface representations of input

_words. Various processes operate upon thelwords in working Memory to parse
. 4..

it.* them into constituents (phrases and clauses) and to dettrmine the meanings

expressed. In the cdmprehension of both and spoken' language,

lexical,'syntactic, and semaptic information can be useful in parsing

sentences (see Clark & Clark, 1977, chapter 2). Speech also contains use-

ful prosodic information.

a

Once the meaning of a constituent tias been determined, the individual

. words no longer need to be held in working memory, thereby freeing,pome of

its capacity for new input. If one fails'to parse sentences appropriately,

comprehension will be impaired. In fact, there is evidence that parSing

difficulty is often an-aspect of reading comprehension failure. A common

reading problem is that of reading "word by word" rather than chunking the

words into meaningful phrases and clauses (Clay & Imlach. 1971; Golinkoff,

1975-76f: pis may be due in part to these children having difficulties

c i.compensating for the lack of prosodic cues n parsing written sentences

(Kleiman et al., 1979; Read et al., in press).

Several types of prosodic,cues to phrase'and clause boundaries have
>LA/

been identified in acoustical studies. Cooper and Sorenson (1977) found

evidence that these boundaries tend to be marked by a specific pattern of

pitch change. Klatt (1976) and Sorenson et al. .(1978) found that phrases

are'marked by an increase in the duration of.their final syllables. Scholes
a

(1571) argued that the relSeive peaks in loudness provide the most reliable

cues to syntactic boundaries. In addition, pauses in speech provide infor-

mation of potential use in parsing (Grosjean, Grosjean, & Lane, 1979).
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These studies suggest that pitch, durat'9on, loudness, and pauses can all

provide useful information. Which dimension dcminates may vary according to

thd speaker and the structure of the sentence.

The usefulness of prosodic cues in par:sing is most apparent in cases

of surface structure ambiguity. For example, the sentence I fed her dog
4

'biscuits has two possible readings:. either sge was fed dog biscuits or her

dog was fed biscuits. In speech, these two readings would be reflected in

different pro'Sodic pa=tterns which would enable the listener to determine-

whether the appropriate parsing is 1 fed her I dog biscUits or I fed / her

.,

dog / biscuits. Lehis.te (1973) provides 'dence that listeners can Lite

prosodic information to determine the in ended meanings of such sentences.

Proiodic cues to sentence structure are also available jn sentences

that are not ambiguoUs.. In a study by Scholes (1971), pairs of words were

used'that, when placed in different contexts, either were within the same.

- clause or had a Clause boundary between them. Foi- example, Ahe word Air

spotted plants appeared in the folloWing two sentences: n tY.

If you find your flowers spotted plant them in the sun.

If you'find your spotted plant let me know. 4-

Tape recordings were made of speakers reading each of the sentences aloud.

It The word pairs were then excised from the sentences and played, to subjects

who were asked to 'judge which sentence each word pair was in when it had

been recorded. Subjects didsignificanty better than chance:

Several other studies have provided evidence for the use of prosody

in sentence parsing by creating sentences in which there is a mismatch

between prosodic and syntactic information. This is done by using sentence

pairs that have a string of words in common, but different constituent
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boundaries within the string, as ie'the spotted.plant example given above.
o

Both' sentences are redorded with normal intonation, and then the crmmon word

string is spliced &Om one context to. the other. These studies ha;ie yielded

three main findings. One is that subjects' recall errors generally con-

si'staof changes in wording such that the syntactic structure of the

reported 'sentence fiX the prosodic pattern that was actually presented
,

-(0airwin, 1975; Wingfield, 1975; Wingfield & Klein, 1971), That is, subjects
.

. .,It.. .
-4.

0

'r'eso'lved the discrepancies between Intonation and syntax by altering the .

°

syntactic structures of the sentences. Thts may be related to Garnes and
' .

Bond's 09751 finding that misperception's of natural speech occur' on

phonemes, syllables, words, and phrases, but .that, stress and intonation

patterns are rarely misperceived.

' The second result is based on the finding that with normal spoken

1
sentences, subjects tend to report accurately the location of iatrruptIng

0 A

stimuli (such as clicks) when they -occur at syntactic bounda0es, but,tend

to report them inaccurately when they occur within syntactic units (Fodor &

Bever, 1965). In sentences in which syntax and prbsody mismatched, inter-

rupting stimuli that occurredat the boundary marked by prosody were

reported'most accurately (Wingfield & 1971; see also Geen, 1978).
0

The-third relevantfinding on the effects of misleading prdsody has

been recently reported by Read et al. pre4). They trained 7-year-old

children to listen to sentences and then repeat the subject noun phrase

only. When presented with normal sentences, in which prosody and syntax

match, the children correctly' repeated the subject noun phrase 83% of the

time. Ohen prosody and syntax mismatched, the children were correct on
4

only 30% of the 'sentendes. Moreover, 78% of the errors in children's

17.

Y
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repetitions ended at the misleading prosodic cue. In the same task, adults

were much less affected by misleading prosody.

Prosody also,provides cues,to the topic of the sentence (Hornby, 1971)',

the new information (Clark & Haviland, 1977), and information the speaker.

believes contrasts with the listener'sistener's expectations or prior information

(Chafe 1976). These cues take the,form of sentence-stress or accent. In

.

an acoustical analysis, Lieberman (19(10) found that fundamental frequency,

relative amplitude, and duration are all cdrrelafes of stress. Lieberman,
. ,

0963) demonstrated that speakers produce the more informative (i.e., less

-predidtable), words with more stress than other words.

I
Aclear case of sentence-stress is found I* question answering. Con-

sider the following sentences Spoken with.the capitalized word stressed:

(10 JOHN stole the picture.

(b) John TOLE the picture.

(c) John stole the PICTURE.

In each case the stressed wOrdwould be the one carrying the new informa7

tion while the rest of the senb...nce specifies the given information. hat

Is, sentences in (1) could be answers to questions in .,(2).

(24 Who stole the picture?

(b) What did John do with the picture?

(c) 'What did John steal?

Hornby 0971) studied children's use of stress and syntactic cues in

determining the topic of sentences. He presented children with.active,

passive, cleft-, and pseudocleft sentences, and sentences with contrastive

stress. The children's task was to select a pictUr'e that shows the action

described in the sentence. The sentence and pictures were desIgned so that

- e ,
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the choices would reflect the chifdren,Ls views of the topic of the-sentence.

The results led Hornby to conclude that stress is 'the primary deVice

children use in determining the toptc_of sentences (see also Hornby & Hass, .

Teachers versus.textbooks. In addition to the use of prosody, two

other aspects of teachers' presentations make them very,different from

,textbook presentations: Teachers ana students interact during the presenta-
.

tion, and teachert have some knowledge of what the 'Students already know

and do not know and how easily they can understand new material. Both of,

these aspects of speech were contrasted with i4riting by Plato:

Written' words 'seem to talk to you as though they were intelligert,

but if yoU ask them anything about vihat they say, from a desire

to be instructed, they go oh telling .you just the same thing

forever . . P

Speech can be varied so-that it is appropriate to each nature . . .

addressing a variegated soul Nn a variegated style . . . and&. . , .. .

simple soul ih a simple style. ?'e

. .

. . .
.I

The French novelist Sartre W64) provides an analysis from a very differ-

gnt perspective, but points out the same distinctions between natural

spoken language and the language of books. Recalling his shock the first

time his mother read him a story, he writes:

I was bewildered: whoas telling what and to whom? My mother

had gone off: . .,. I didn't recognize her speech . . . A moment

later, I realized: it waS the bOokthat was speaking. Frightening

sentences emerged fromit: they were real centipedes, they swarmed

with syllables and letters . . . Rich in unknown words, they were

enchanted with themselves and their meandering' without botheri1 g

about.me. Sometimes they ditappeared befOre I was able to /1,

..14. 9
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understand them; at other times I understood in'athiance; and they
. .

continued to roll nobly to their end without sparing me a single ...

comma:, Thikt discourse Was certainly not meant for me: (p. 46)

It is well documented that speakers modity their language to suit their

----------
listeners (e.g., Snow & t-ergusen, 1977) and that in interactive situations

c

listeners provide a great deal of f edbiCk to speakers (Wilkinson, 1970..

In classrooms, a very common "teaching cycle" consists of the teacher

asking a question, one or more students responding, and the teacher then

evaluating or,modifying the response (Bellack,Davitz, Kilebard, & Hyman,

1963; Sinclair & COulthard, 1975).

Ina study of differences between listening-to-learn and reading-to-
,

learn, Schallert and Kleiman (1979) obtained samples of expository texts

written for children, and tape-recordings and observations of teachers

presenting comparable material to their classes. The children's reading

materials had been adapted from Mate0als originally intended,for-adultsr.

The teachers used the adult materials as a basis for preparing their pre-

, sentatiOns.

These language samples have been used to identify some of the ways

teachers use their knowledge of the children and the flexibility of oral

presentations to make their lessons easier to understand than comparable

material presented in textbooks. Teachers can adjust the amount,and com-

plexity of the material covered, and the yocabu!ary and sentence structures

used. In addition,' teachers can provide external aids to help children

with three processes, each critical to comprehension and learning.

Schallert and Kleiman (1979) refer to these processes as activating

relevant prior knowledge, focusing attention on main ideas, and monitoring

comprehension.

20'
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Children with reading difficulties may tack'adequeie background knowl-

edge (Anderson, 1977), or fail to make use of the knowledge they do have

(Spiro, 1979). When teachers Orally present lessons, they often guide the

students imetrieving and using relevant prior knowledge. Teachers can

check the students' prior knowledge to fill in missing information, correct

erroneous inforMation, and relate new information to things the students

already know. For example, in Schallert and Kleiman's language samples,

one of the teachers began her presentation of a lesson on Sequoia trees -es
e

Teacher: Today we are going to learn about something that's the

Oldest and the biggest 1lyin6 thing thA 'we know ?f. The

oldest and the biggest. NoW thinkjust a.minute before

you get your hand up.' The oldest and.the biggest. What
.s

do you think it is--Jeff?

Student: Dinosaur.

T: Why is dinosaur not a good answr.r3 t.

S: Not livYng.

This type of interchange continues with students suggesting elephant,

whale, shark, and the eirth, until:

D

S: Trees. Trees are living.

T: All right. Say-it again. LiAen again. Heidi's got the

answer over here. Say it again.

S: Sequoia tree.

T: Sequoia trees. How many bf you've ever heard of a sequoia

tree?

21
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with this br!ef introduction t:.) t esson, the teacher has done

several which may help her students understand and learn the

material. First, she began by fihdisig out abobt the children's prior . -

knowledge. This provided an opportunity to correct their initial responses,.

and, in- so doing, to make clear the characteristics that are central to the

discussion. Moreover, it enabled her to 'remind the children of'informa-

tion they already knew, and to contrast the new information with the

already known. When one student rave the correct answer, the teacher

directed.4the class' attentjonito that child, had .the child repeat it, and
T. .

_

-
*

. ihen repeated the
,
answer herself. The teacher then went on to find_out

, .
.

;

moreabout £he students' prior knowledge by asking how many have heard of

sequoia trees.

Another aspect of skilled reading that is difficult for many children

is determining the main ideas of a passage. In studies with subjects from

third grade through college, Brown and Smiley (1977a, 1977b) found large

developmentakdifferences in the ability toCletermi.ne the importance of

structural units of prose passages. When given time to stu4 the passage,

subjects who were able to determine which parts were important focused

their_attention on those parts, while subjects who were unable to pick out

the main ideas distrIbuted their study time over all the information in

.the passage:' EaMon (1978-79) alsO presents evidence that distinguishing

main ideas from peripheral information can be difficult for poor readers.

In presenting information, teachers'explicitly point out main ideas, and

they provide cues to imporeance by intonation patterns, amoent of repeti-

tion, and phrasing: All of this may make the task of determining main ideas.
A -

much easier when listening to teachers' presentations than when reading.
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Effective monitoring of one's own comprehension, determining whether

or not one has understOod the information, is another critical prodess in

language comprehension. Recent studies have shown that children are often

poorat.comprehension monitoring. For examplein a study by Markman
z

(.1979) elementary school children were asked to act as consultants to help

evaluate essays. c Each essay had a blatant conAradiction. Fotiexample,

pall one of one essay. read:' "Fish must have light in order to see. There

is absolutely no light at the bottom of the ocean. It is\pitch black down

there. When it is that dark, fish cannot see anything. iney cannot even

see colors. Some fish that live at the bottom of the oceanVcan see the

color of their food.". Children often judged these essays as, making sense

4
and being easy to understand. Furt'er evidence is provided by studiesof .

/ » \
...

\'referential communication in which children serving as listeners were
/

. ..,

instructed to ask questions if they needed more information (Cosarove &

Patterson, 1977; ironsmith & Whitehur6t, 1978; Patterson, Massad, &

Cosgrove, 19781. The children, particularly those below the fourth grade:,

often failed to request further information, even when the original message

was completely uninformative.

Teachers, when presenting information, frequently monitor the students'

comprehension by asking questions. They also note looks of puzzlement and
,

drifts of attention. When the students are not adequately comprehending,

the teacher will repeat and rephrase information or fill in necessary back-

ground information. This externa: monitoring, repetition,, and further

information makes the need for children to monitor their own compreherlsion

much less important in listening-to-learn than in reading -to - learn.

23
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Determining main ideas and monitoring comprehension are relevant to

one advantage that writing has -Over speech. Writing Ls permanent, and

therefore readers control how they sample information from the text.

1 ,

Readers can,preview the material, choose to 'read some parts slowly and

larefully and to skim others, and reread at Will.

There is evidence that good readers take advantage of the options

afforded by the permanence of written texts. Tinker (1558)reported that

the rate of reading decreases. as the text becomes more difficult. Further-
,

more, the pace is not simply set and thin maintained throughoutOthe text.

Skilled readers slow down for important or confusing passagoi and speed up

for easy or unimportant ones. Taylor (1957) reported, 15% of all eyeov
OmoveMents in college -leyel readers are regressiVe. The use of this

. c ,

rereading option may be crucial fo, skilled reading. Skilled readers

proceed rapidly,hypothesizing about what will come next and integrating

%
:what is read with previous parts of the text. The rereading option enables

them to do this without tiking too Large a risk of misinterpreting or

failing to comprehend, since they can go back and reread when necessary.
4

Wanat-(15711 demonstrated that regressive eye movements are likelY...to occur

when the text does not match readers' expectations. He compared adults'

eye.mo4ements while they read two types of sentences, agentive passives

(e.g., The ball was hit by the boy) and locative passives (e.g., the ball

was hit by the park). Since pass..tye sentences usually specify the agent

at the end, readers are more likely to expect an agent, such as boy, thin

a location, such as park. Wanat found more regressions and longer

regression durations With the locative passives than the agentive passives.

Also,, the regressions usually occurred after the locative and were directed
2
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back to the word y. Further evidence that the nature -of the text

influences eydtioixation patterns is provided by Rayner and McConkie (1976),

Carp ter and Just (1978), and Just and Carpenter (1980).

The ability to 'sample the text efficieotly is an important reading

skill, one that differs from any skills used in listening. A study by

Neville and Pugh (1976-77) provides evidence that some readers in the

middle grades do not make good use of the potential to sample information.

They tested fifth graders on three types of cloze tests: a regular reading

tast,.a.restricted-reading test, andarlistening test."'On the listening

and restricted reading tests, information about the words following the

missing one was not available. On the regular reading cloze test, this
.

infoi-mation was available. iowevee, onlythe better readers seemed to make

use of it. The poor readers' performance was equivalent on all types

of tests, and their errors on the regular reading test were consistent with

the preceding context but `were sometimes inconsistent with the. words that

Bowed. The good readers' performance on tie regular reading test was

superior to the other two tests, and their errors were consistent with both

the preceding and following-context.

In order to eff;ciently sample infonvtionjrom written texts, (readers

must continuously evaluata what they'are ,reading to determine if it is

important. and needs to bei:ead carefully, and they must constantly monitor,

25

their own comprehension to- determine if they-are understanding the text

sufficiently. These evaluati.ig and monitoring processes are often diffi-

cult for children. The demands for them are much greater'in reading than

%

O

in listening.
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To summarize the main argument presented in this section, there are

many differences in the cognitive demands of reading and listening tasks

children encounter in, school. In listening, prosodic cues facilitate

sentence analysis, and teachers provide external aids in retrieving relevant

prior knowledge, focusing attention on main ideas, and monitoring compre-

hension. Determ ining main ideas antmonitoring attention are especially
It

important in taking advantage of the permanence of written language. There
O

is evidence that each of these aspects of reading present difficulties for

children. As psychologists and educators turn their attention to reading

comprehension, rather than individual word recognition and decoding, the

differences Irween listening and reading warrant careful study. it is

likely that the causes of many reading problems will be found in the skills

necessary in reading that differ from the skills children have mastered in

listening.
.

d.

Problems in Subject Sampling .and,Measurement

There are serious sampling and measpreirent problems in many of the
. .

techniques L.led in studies comparing good and poor readers. These problems

have long been known. Evellent discussions of them can be found in

Campbell and Stanley (1963) and R. Thorndike (1963): However, these method-.

ological faults continue to-appear frequently in published studies. In this

section, some of the most frequent and critical problems will be discussed

briefly. The reader interested in more extensive and technical discussions

is referred to A'pplebee (1971), Campbell and Stanley (t963), Chapman and

Chapman (1)73, 1974), Cronback and Snow (1977), and R. Thorndike (1963).

The mist frequent and critical problems in studies comparing reading

ability groups include: (a) lack of comparability across studies and

26
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restricted generalizability of findings,; (b) misguided procedures for

matching good and poor readers on IQ and other variables; (c) low relia-

bility

. ;

of measures and neglect pf statistical regression; and (d) neglect

of effects attributable to the scale of measurement used. Each of these is

discussed further below.

Lack of'Compdrability and Generalizability of .Fihdings

Samples of poor readers in different studiesare often not corriprable

because they were obtained from different populations, or different &elec-
..

tion.criteria were used. For readers selected from regulAr classes may
.

not be,as severely disabled as those seledted from remedial reading classes.

"Both of these groups may differ from poor readers eferred to clinics, and

different types of clinics (e.g., psychological versussneurologiCal) tend
. .

to receive children with different types of problems.
,

In most studies, samples of poor readers are obtaitied,from schools,

and poor readers are identified on the basis of standardized reading test

scores. Unfortunately,,the fact that different reading tests emphasize

different types of materials and questions is usually neglected. For

'example, some tests heavily weight individual word reading, others weight

literal comprehension questions, and others weight inferential questions

(i.e., questions requiring information beyond that stated in the text).

Some tests require a great deaf of:oral reading, others require no oral

reading at all (see Farr, 1969; MacGinitie, 1973). Jerrolds, CallowaY,

and Gwaltney (19711 showed that different tests will yield different numbers

oflchildren classified as disabled. readers. They alsq found that the groups

of children'identified at. disabled according to different reading tests

showed different patterns of performance on verbal and performance IQ

2'7-
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tests.' zThat is, different reading tests did not just after the number of

'children classified as poor readers; the poor readers' patterns of per-

?ormance on other cognitive tests were also altered.

Differences among test's are pbrticularly critical when cross-age

comparisons are made. Even when tests from the same series are used, the

.skillS measured at- different grades are not the same. For example, the

Stanford"Diagnostjc Reading Test has four levels, one each for Grades 1-2,

3-4, 5-8, and 9-12. The test for Grades 1-2 heavily we tights measures of

auditory discrimination and auditory vocabulary. The test for Grades 3-4

heavily weights phonetic,and structural analyses oPwritten, woirds'and.wOrd

parts. The tests for-the older children heavily weight literal compre-

hension, inferential comprehension, and rate of reading. Children classi-

tiled as hamming readiri6 prob lems on the basis of one level of a test should

mat be assumed to.have problems with the same-aspects of,readina as

children classified-as having reading problems on the basis'0 a different

test, even irit is'anotherlevel,from the same test series.
,

The criteria used Ui-classify children asbpoor readers will also

affect the nature of the_ sample obtained. The most common procedure is to

b
classi fy childrenas poor readers if their reading test scores are two or

more years below their age-appropriate grade placement. This criterion
ed

makes interpreting patterns acrossgrades difficult. The percentage of

'children Titting this-criterion increases with grade level, rangihg from

_lets-than-2rat-Thebeinnirig: of third grade to nearly 30% by the end of_
f

' s

ni=nth grade (Applebee, 1970.. By most standards, a, ninth-grade child

."'readjng,at the seventh -grade level is.not asseverely,disabled as a third-

grade child reading at the .first -grade level. To make samples of.poor.
-e-0

00
40
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readers more comparable across grades, criteria have been proposed that

Y.
would classify as poor readers the same proportion of children at each grade -

o ,(e.g., Jerrotbs et al., 1971).

Problems in in Matchin Good and Path- Readers

Most eearchers aim to identify differences between good and poor

readers that are specific to reading, not attributable to IQ differences.

These researchers have tried to identify children who are reading more

poorly .than would be expected on the basis of their IQ scores. Rutter and

Yule (1973,1975), in an epidemiologicarstudy, obtained strong evidelice

. that reading problems' not.attributable to IQ occur in an educationally sig-

nificant proportion of the population:. They also found that.the populations

of children with reading problems attributable °to low IQ and of children

.

with reading problems not attributable to low IQ differ in many ways, such
a

as male /female ratios, severity of spelling problems, and prognosis for

improvement. Despite the demonstrated existence of the population, attempts

to limit the sample of poor readers to thne whose reading problems are not

due to low IQ have resulted in some misguided procedures.

Two procedures have been.widely used. One is to use a minimal IQ

sriter on, often 90. Only children
A
whose reading scores are below a set

criterion and whose IQ scores are above the minimal criterion are selected

for the study. Alternatively, the subject selection criterion is set as a

difference between IQ and reading scores. Typically, both scores are con- -

verted to chronological age (i.e., the age at whfg17k'the obtained score

would refleCt average performance), and if the reading score is two or more

years below the IQ score the "child is classified as having a specific

reading disability.

. 2.9
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The problems with these procedures stem from the fact,that IQ and

readng,scores are highly correlated: IQ tests that emphasize verbal
4

skills overlap in content with reading tests. In fact, factor analyses of

both verbal IQ 'tests and reading tests' generally yield vocabulary knowledge

as the most heavity weighted factor. Eveh nonverbal ,IQ tests show positive

and significant correlations with reading tests. Yule, Rutter, Berger, &

ThompSon (1974) reported correlations between nonverbal ,IQ and reading

scores for five populations. The,five correlations, each based on scores

from over 1100 subjects, are all greater thar0.6.*

Since IQ an8 reading scores are positively correlated, children with,

low.reading scores but not low IQ scores doenot comprise a representative

sample of poor readers. Therefore, the'generality of findings from such

a sample is restricted. More critically, when two measures are highly

corretated,"selecting a sample low on one measure but not low on the other

result's in selecting subjects Wrilisaires that_have large errors of measure-

,;

ment (Coffee, 1976, pp. 25-34; Campbell & Stanley, 1963). In-the case of

children with low reading scores'but not low 1Q.scores, retesting will

'result, on average, in higher reading scores and lower IQ scopes than on

the initial test. If, as is often done, the good or'average readers are

selected to match the poor readers on IQ, the match will not be as good as

it appears; the poor readers' IQ scores will have large errors of measure-

ment, and on retesting, the average IQ of these poor readers will be found

to be lower. Similar problems occur when good and poor readers are matched

on other variables, such as decoding ability or. vocabulary knowledge (see

Calfee, 1976, pp. 25-34).
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Using a criterion based on differences between IQ and reading test

Scores is not a satisfaCtory solution to this problem. The basic problem

with this procedure is that difference. scores of correlated measures have

low reliability. When difference scores are taken, the variability common

to the two original measures (reflected in the correlation between the

measures) cancels, while the errors in measurement (reflected for each

measure by one minus the reliability coefficient) accumurate% -The relia-

bility of a dilfference score measure can be calculated by:

(34 rdiff.- +- r22)

rI2

0

- where Idiff is the reliability of the difference score: 141 and 122 are

the re liabilities of the two- original measures: and I-112 is the correlation
r

of the two original measures (Thorndike & Hagen.' t5/7.,'"Ch4fe'-:-.This-'"'-":.

formula shows that as the correlation between the two measures approaches

their average reliabilLty, the reliability ofv'the difference score

approaches zero. To dive one example with values typical of those for.

reading and IQ scores, ifthe average reliability of the two tests, is 0.8,

and the correlation of the two tests'is 0.6, then the reliability of them

difference score measure is 0.5. This is not adequate reliability for

most classification purposes! A large proportion of the children will be

incorrectly assigned in a study that uses this procedure to assign sub-

jects to reading ability groups.

The best procedure,to use when IQ and reading ability need to be

separated is to use an appropriate regreSsion. equation to predict children's

reading scores on the basis of their IQ shores, and select those. children

whose reading scores are substantially below the predicted score (see
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R. Thorndike, 1963; Yule, et al., 1974). This procedure.should be used with

IQ and reading tests that have minimal content overlap, and that are both

highly reliable.

Reliability and Regression Problems

Poor readers,.by-definition, are at the low end of the distribution of

reading scores. The extreme scores on any measure have the largest error of

measurement. On any test with-less than perfect reliallijity regression to

the mean will occur on retesting. Children with scores above the mean on

the initial 'testing will score, on.average, closer to the mean (although

still above it) on retesting. Likewise, children with scores below the

mean will. tend to score closer-TO, but still below, the mean on retesting

The magnitude of the expected regression to the mean is determined by the

verlability.-of the , test .the. gher.-the;..!rellabil.iity.,, -the ,smal the.

regression effectl, and the discrepancy of the initial score from the mean

for theplalation "(the larger thediscrepancy, the larger the regression
2 .

effect). More specifically, tile best prediction of the change in score on

retesting, assuming no other influences besides..statisiical regression, can

, be calculated by:

(4) C = (M S.) (1 ),

)

where C isthe'change From initial lest to retest, M is the population mean,

.S is the score on the initial test; and r is the reliability of the test.

A.widely cited study by Cromer (19701 provides examples of both

inappropriate matching procedures and resOting problems due to statistical
* .

regression. Cromer's study is used by Gibson and Levin (1975) and Golinkoff

(1975-76) as major support for theclaim that there are poor readers whose
,)

problems are.not in reading individual words, but are in sentence

o D9
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, organization. Most of the following discussion of Cromer's study based

on Calfee (1976).

Cromer's subjects were junior college students. He purported-to
C

divide the poor readers intO two groups that were equally poor in reading

comprehension, and to match each group with good reading comprehenders;

The deficit poor rs-reaaers also'scofed poorly on a vocabulary test, and

h'ence' word reading problems were assumed to bethe cause of their compre-

hension problems. Thedifference poor readers scored as well on the

vocabulary test as did their good reader matches, and hence t Was assumed.

their comprehensionlproblems.stemmed from word-by-word reading or sentence

organization difficulties. .

To test the assumptions aboutdeficlt and difference types of poor

readers, Cromer administered reading tasks/to each group. Each task
6 6 1 J.."' 6.) 7.1 1'.1 6.'1 CI U.,/ 6 .. 6.1". y %.] I,

involved reading stories and answering multiple choice questions. The

conditions aiffered. in the ways the stories were presented. The two

conditions relevant to this discussion were: (a) regular sentence preenta'--

tion, and (b) phrase presentation, which the sentences were divided into

.

-meamngful phrases.
..--;

, t
.

Since the difference poor readers were thought to be poor at sentence
'

organization, one of Cromer's predictions was that the pre-organized phrase

presentation would facilitate reading comprehension for this group. Since:

the good readers and the deficit readers were thought to have adequate

sentence organizational skills, their comprehension should be the same for

the regular sentence and phrase presentation.conditions.! Cromer claims,,

that the results of his study support these predictions.

a
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Cromer's study is subject'to severe problems in the subject selection

procedures, much like those that'arise when one attempts to-match good and

poor eeaders for IQ. The 'selection procedures used result in regression

effects, which were not. contrOJled for in the experimental design.

Reading comprehension and vocabulary measures are highly correlated.

SeleCting subjects who are high in one .and low in the other (Cromer's

difference poor readers) results In a, high error of measurement. As a

result of regression to the mean, on a retest the difference poorreaders'

vocabulary' scores would decrease, while their comprehension scores would

Increase. They would no longer be well matched on vocabulary with their

I
good reader controls, nor well matched on comprehension with the deficit

poor readers. In fact, Cromer reports that in the regular sentence con-

dition, 6 of'the 16 difference poor readers had higher comprehension scores
r

than their matched controls. Since this condition was basically a replica-

t'ion of the origina; measure used to assigned subjects teoroups, it shOWs

that the efference poor readers and their matched controls were not
)

reliably assigned. Cromer ignored this problem and simply reassigned these

subjects and_reanalyzed the data. Further problems with this study are

discussed by Calfee 42761.

The neglect of statistical regression is sufficient to make drawing of

any conclusions from this study questionable. The same serious error can

be found in other studies following Cromer's deficit and differene group

distiriction (e.g., Levin, 1973)

Mglecting statistical regression is a critical flaw, in many studies

4

using test-retest designs. Poor readers should be expected to improve

their scores on retesting even without any training or other manipulations.
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The more extreme the poor readers' initial scores, the larger the regression.

effect. The best solution to,..tthis problem is to divide the poor readers

into treatment and control groups randomly. Both should show equal

regresition effects on retesting. Any differences between the two groupson

retesting can then be.attributed to the, experimental treatment or training

procedure (Campbell& Stanley, 1963; R. Thorndike, 1963).

Scale of Measuremefit Problems

Studies testing for absolute differences between good and poor readers,

or for, interactions between reading ability and performance on two or more

measures, are alsO subject to scale of measurement problems. The simplest,,

' most recognized, of these problems are ceiling and floor effects. If the

task is very easy or very difficult, so that both good and poor readers

score very high or very low, differences between 'the groups may beobscured.

.Ceiling and floor problems can also yield spurious interactions. For

example, if poor readers perform lietter.om test Xtjlan on test Y, while

good readers perform at ceiling on both tests and-therefore cannot do

better on X than on Y, a statistical interaction may appear in the data

analysis.

Statistical interactions are. also of questionable interpretability

when, as is typical in studies comparing good and 'Poor readers, the groups

are not equated on any baseline measure. One example of this problem is

found in a set of studies on good and poor readers' use of sentence con-

texts in recognizing words. Some models of reading (e.g., Smith, 1973)

claim that goOd readers make better use of contextual information than poor

readers. In fact', in these models, use of contextual information is viewed

as one of the main determinants of reading ability. Stanovich (1980) makes

3 5
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the Opposite claim that, skilled readers make less use of prior sentence

context in recognizing words while reading.

Stanovich's claim rests largely on his interpretation of three experi-

mental studies by Perfeiti, Goldman, and Hogaboam (1979); Schvaneveldt,

Ackerman, and Semelar (1977); and West and Stanovich (1978). In all three

the time moo readers of various ability levels to perform a

word recognition task was measured. The main comperison in each study was

the time to recognize words with and without potentially helpfUl contexts.

In each case,,the absolute descrease in reaction time in the cofftext .

condition, as compared to the no-context or control condition, was greater

fOr the lower ability readers. However, there are problems in using this

data to suppoft thvliew that poor readers generally make greater use of.

context than good readers.

.4' One major difficUlty stems from the fact that in all cases the group

with larger context effects also took 'longer to recognize the words both
.

with and without context. For example, in thelch/ vaneveldt et al. (1477)

study, the mean reaction times to recognize-words in the relevant con-

/dAt4ons were 1164 msec for the younger group, and 916 msec for the older

group. The context effects (average time with context minus average time

in the control condition) were 94 msec and 49 msec for the youngei- and

older-,groups, respectively. This suggeStstphat the apparently higher

context effect may be a function of higher baseline time, which allows

more-passliMity-for any ITETTI-tory effect.
r

More technically stated, the problem stems from the fact at inter-

`4..._
actions may depend on the scale of measurement (Winer, 1971, pp. 49ff).

Of the three research reports cited above, only Perfetti et at. (1979)
-?
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show any awareness of this problem. In tha text of their papei-, Perfetti

et al. report a significant context by reading ability interactionwith

the less able readers showing the larger conte4 effect. However, in a

footnote they report a second analysis i.n which they transformed the data

to ,reduce the inequaliiv of variances between reaaing ability groi'os. In
,

this analysis, there was no context by reading a6ility interaction. More

recent work provides evidence that, given comparable baselines, good and

poor readers do not differ in their use of context to facilitate word

recognition.

'

"...Chapman and Chapman (1973, 19741 provide more technical discussionS of

problem of developing measures that enable interpretation of interactions

involvingbility groups. in general, interactions of this sort are not

'directly interpretable unlessthe group that is superior on one relevant

measure is inferior on another (i.e., a cross-over interaction), or"the

two groups are equal'on a relevant baseline measure. 2
Since good readers

are superior td poor readers on most cogn itive measures, these conditions

are rarely met Et' research comparing good and poor readers.

Problems in Interpreting Empirical Findings

I n the previous section; I 'discussed some of the most common sampling

and:measurement problems_foun'd in studies comparing good'and poor-readers.

In"this section, the question to be consider d is: Assuming appropriate

methodology has been us_cl.,_what_.cone-lusion can_logicall_y_be_drawn_from_

findings of differences between good and poor readers? That is, once a

difference,between reading ability groups has been established, what are

we to make of it?

4 u7
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The primary aim of the research considered in this chapter is to

identify the underlying cognitive causes of reading disability. When poor

reader's are. found to do less well than good readers on a cognitivd0ask

that can be related to reading, it is tempting to draw causal, inferences.

However; such inferences-are likely to be erroneous.

A difference between good and poor readers might b..1 a symptom of the

actual underlying causal component, but not provide any information

about it. good example of a symptomatic difference is found in eye move-,

ment research. It has long been established that the eye movement patterns

of good and poor readers differ (Tinker, 1958). Howev4r, attempts to train

poor readers to move their eyes like good readers her not been-successful

in improving reading skill. Current models view eye movements as-reflecting

underlying cognitive processes (e.g., Just & Carpenter, 19801. From this

,=current perspective, training. eye movement patterns would not be expected

to impEove reading; it would be treating the symptom, rather than the cause.

Differerices between good and poor readers may also be secondary effects
-%

of reading ability, rather than causes of reading ability. That is, defi-
,

cits in poor readers may well be caused by their reading problemscrather

than being causes of them. Or the reading problem and the other deficit(.$)

may cyclically reinforce one another A good example here is vocabulary

knowledge. Is lack of an adequaid vocabulary a cause of reading problems?

Or, since vocabulary is improved by reading, do reading probl s cause

poor vocabularies? Or is it some of each?

cognitive deficits may be correlated with reading problems.
0

without causal connections in either direction. This is very likely, sire

reading ability is related to IQ, socioeconomic status, and quality of

schooling, and these factors can be expected to have wide-ranging effects.

38
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Comparisons of reading ability groups do not provide a direct way of

determining whether an obtgined difference stems from a component of reading

that causes reading problems, is a symptom of a causal component, is a

secondary effect of reading ability, or is due to a process that is cor-

related with,readingability but not causally related to it. In some

cases, causal differences can be separated from the other differences by

data from training studies. If poor readers are deficient on cognitive

process X (as compared to good readers), and. this Causes reading disability,
.

then training poor readers on X should improve reading perforthance (given

certain assumptions). If X is a symptomatic,, secoridaYy, or correlated

difference, then training on X should not improve reading ability (see

Fleisher, Jenkins, &.Pany, 1979, and Weaver, 1979, for recent applications

of this logic). Training, studies have been fruitful in research on memory

development and disabilities. For, discussions of this work, and method-

ological suggestions, see Belmont and Butterfield (1977) and Brown and

Campione (1979). Ryan (in press)has also advocated adapting the "instrtx-
--

tional nethod" of studying memory to the study of reading.

The final problem to be discussed is perhav the most critical, having

to do with the basic assumptions about reading disability that underlie

comparisons of reading abili*I'groups. An excellent discussion of this

problem can be found in Applebee (1971). He describes tha general situa-

tion as follows:

Any investigation of the problelb.of reading disability begins

with a set of scores onto X on measures the investigator

expects will be relevant to reading ability, and with a score

Y which indicates performance on a reading criterion . . . Any

analysis carried out on the X's in an attempt to predict Y, or

to describe the differences between groups specified in terms
4
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'of relative scores'on Y, is predicated, consciously'or not, on

some mathematical model of the functional relationship between

the two sets of variables. (p. 99)

The problem is that a variety of models are logically possible, and the

models assumed for group comparisons may be invalid.

According to the simplest model, one and the same cognitive component

is responsible. for all reading disabilities. This view underlies searches
a

for a single cause of all 'reading problems (tha are not attributable to

low IQ, environmental, or neurological factors). Such searches haVe

typically focused on a basic cogriitive process such as visual perception,

intersensory matching., serial order encoding, or short-term memory

functioning (see Vellutino, 1979, for a review and critique of thi% work).

There have also been proposals that the usual cause of reading problems are

deficits in language-specific processes (e.g., speed of lexical access),

reading - specific processes (e.g., decoding fluency), executive or control

processes (e.g., setting the goal as word pronounciation and not attending

to meanings), or lack'of an adequate-knowledge base.

If this simplest model held, group comparisons might be able to iso-

late the causal component; all poor readers would be deficient on it, and

no good readers %..:tuld be. More specifically, the distributions'of good

and poor readers'.scores on a measure tapping this component would not

overlap (except for measurement error). Scores on tests tapping other

components should overlap, and on components that are not affected by the

critical causal one, good and poor readers should net differ. Unfortu-

nately; the eve:Table data do not take this form. Distributions of good

and poor readers' scores generally have a great deal of overlap. The

average score of poor readers is lower- than the average *score of good

. 40
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readers on-most measures.of Cognitive performance. These data, combined

with the diVersity of the knowledge and cognitive processes required for

skilled'reading,, make it unlikely that there is a single cause of most

reading problems*.

According to a.slrghtly morg.complex model`, each reading problem is

caused, by a deficit in a, single cognitive component,. but the component. .

.

varies across individuals% This view, coupled with an assumption that
,1

there are a.small number of different cau sal- components, underlies attempts

to deve =lop taxonomies of reading problems. If this model holds, group
o

comparjsons will shoepoor readers to score lower than good readers on a

variety of measures. This might lead to^the erroneous conclusion that poor

readers are typically deficient on multiple components, when each

1'
vi.Aual is actua lly deficient on only one.

.

' e 7
.

It is also possible that each reading problem r$ caused by a deficit

on a single.component, but that the deficit can be on any of the requisite

ii,,rOcesses or knowledge` bases. if.this is the case, it will be Jifficult to

develop a usable taxonomy, and group compa'risons will obscure the specific

deficits of individuals.

As ApplebeeI-071) points out, the actual situation may be best char-
y.

acterized be5t a multiple regression model. Accoiding to this model, eacli

of the many cognitive components of reading contribute to determining

one's reading level. The various components may be differentially weighted,

with. certain ones contributing more of the variance in reading ability. In

this view, reading disability can be caused by a sight deficit on many

components, a moderate deficit on several components, or a large deficit

on one of- two components. That is, very different patterns of performance
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across cognitive components would be found for diffe rent poor readers.

Some might
) .11

hav4 a localizable deficiency, others S global one. Group

comparisons would 'obscure such pattdins

In the final model to be considered, it is not simply the levels of

'''abilities on cognit ive components that matter, but patterns of abilities

and, how they are used by the control processes. For example, someone who is

P
poor ih individual word reading would usually be expected to be a poor

readei. However, this may not be the case if the executive processes can

use context and prior knowledge To compensate for the deficit in word

treading. That is, good and poor readers might be equally capable on many

components, but differ In certain key combinations, or in the way the

control processes use strengths to compensate for weaknesses. Stated

'differently, there may be many different reading strategies, any of which

can be successful for someindividuals. Group comparisons will not provide

information4bout the various possible strategies.

Given our current knowledge of the complexity of reading, it is likely

that one of the more complex models the multiple 'regression or

patterns of abilities models), will be necessary to characterize reading

disabilities. If one of these models holds, reading ability group compari-

sons will obscure rather than elucidate the patterns of readingdisabili-
i

-

ties. Perhaps, so much'research effort has yielded so little progress

because'the assumed simple models- e inappropriate.

The apparent solution is to focus on detailed analysis of individual ,

reading problems. Information about many individual cases is necessary to

determine which of the possible models ofreading d isability is most

appropriate. This approach of going from the detailed study of individual.
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cases to general principles.1s Ole/in-verse of the nomethetic. approach of

group comparisons. The detailed study of individuals within a cognitive

framework has been very productive in Newell and Simon's (1972) work on

problem solving. It is also a central feature of the cognitive-functional

approach (Meichenbaum, 1976; Ryan, in press).

Summary

The large number of studies comparing good and poor readers have.

yielded few conclusive findings. This is due to a variety-of serious

problems, many of which have been discussed in this paper,. The first set

of problems dikussed, those having to do with the choice of tests or

tasks, may be remedied by research within the next few years (see Ryan,

in press; Brown, 19801. Another set of problems has to. do with subject

sampling and experimental design and measurement. Good discussion's of

these problems have been available for many years (Campbell & Stanley,

1963; R. Thorndike, 19631, but inadequate procedures continue to appear in

published studies, and results f1-om these studies continue to be accepted

in review articles. Properly sampling subjects, establishing the distri-

minative power of measures, and avoiding confounding due to statistical

regression, require a large commitment of time and resources.

Even when s-mpling, design, and measurement procedures are adequate,

there are serious problems in interpreting the results of studies com-

paring good and poor readers. We are interested in differences that provide

information about the causes of reading disabiiity, but differences obtained

in these studies do not necessarily reflect causal factors. Training

studies are the best hope for separating causal from noncausal differences.
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Finally, there is a critical problem that cannot be remedied by

,

improvements in studies comparing-good and poor readers. ,Interpreting the

results Of these studies requires the assumption that there is ( mogeneity
f

within each group of readers; i.e., that certain cognitive components are

typically responsible for reading difficulties. However, there may well be

a great diversity of patterns of reading disability. Group comparisons

would obscure this diversity (Applebee, 1971). The^homogeneity assumption

can be.tested only by detailed studies of-individual readers. The lack of,

studies of individual poor readers, from a cognitive processing point of

view of reading, is a critical gap in research. Such studies may make

important contributions 'to our knowledge of reading disability.
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v .I

See Ryan (in press) .fora review of the studies that have compared

good and poor readers on.higher-order linguistic process and on executive

processes. .

2
Thi,s statement rests on certain conditions, such as that the-

measures are equal in discriminative power, and that ceiling or floor effects

are not responsible for the groups being equal on the baseline task.
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